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Nuclear reaction data, such as cross sections, angu-
lar and energy distributions of secondary particles, and
resonance parameters, are required to be compiled into
a database for their users for a large variety of applica-
tions and research fields. A nuclear reaction database
that fulfils this requirement is the EXFOR library,
which is maintained by the International Atomic En-
ergy Agency (IAEA) and the International Network of
Nuclear Reaction Data Centres (NRDC). The NRDC
members are involved in data compilation and software
development for nuclear data users. Each member is
responsible for compiling data about neutrons, charged
particles, and photon-induced reactions. This respon-
sibility is assigned to members according to area where
the experimental facility to obtain data is located.

One of the NRDC members is the Hokkaido Uni-
versity Nuclear Reaction Data Centre (JCPRG).1)

JCPRG covers nuclear reaction data except neutron-
induced data obtained in Japan and contributes about
10% of charged-particle nuclear reaction data in the
EXFOR library.2) At the JCPRG, the compiled nu-
clear reaction data are stored in two databases, NRDF
and EXFOR libraries, simultaneously. The former is
the original database of JCPRG and the latter is the
collaborative one among the NRDC. Both databases
are available and searchable online on the JCPRG web-
site.

In addition to the NRDC, we have also collaborated
with the RIKEN Nishina Center for data compilation
from January 2010 to March 2014. The purpose of
this collabotation is to increase the availability of nu-
clear reaction data produced at the RIBF. The com-
piled data produced at the RIBF are translated into
EXFOR format and available online for the benefit of
nuclear data users. In this article, we report on our
activities in 2014 concerning the compilation of exper-
imental nuclear reaction data from the RIBF.

In 2014, we compiled 28 new papers, data of which
were obtained in Japan. 14 of them contain RIBF
data and match the compilation scope of the EXFOR
library. 10 papers were published in 2013 and 2014
and their compilation reflects recent activities of the
RIBF. On the contrary, the remaining 4 papers were
published before 2009 and compiled for completeness
of data published by the RIBF. Especially, 2 papers
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are written in Chinese and were published in 2005 and
2006. All data are accessible by the accession numbers

Table 1. Entry numbers with references compiled from the

RIBF data in 2014

Entries E23983) E23994) E24395)

E24406) E24427) E24438)

E24449) E244810) E245011)

E245112) E245513) E245614)

E245715) E245816)

Total 14

listed in Table 1. For higher quality of the contents,
numerical data are requested from the corresponding
authors of the compiled papers. Most of the compiled
RIBF data in 2014 are provided by the authors. Such
additional information is also available with the list of
compiled RIBF data on the JCPRG website.

During the four-year fruitful collaboration, we could
establish a good procedure to compile new publica-
tions. Therefore, most of recent experimental nuclear
reaction data from the RIBF have successfully been
compiled in the EXFOR library. As a next step, we are
focusing on the improvement of the completeness and
usability of the data produced at the RIBF. In addi-
tion, we are developing a new data format using XML
technology. The new format will allow us to commu-
nicate with experimentalists for proofreading compiled
information.
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Thick-target yields derived from inverse kinematics toward
transmutation

S. Imai,∗1 M. Aikawa,∗2 and S. Ebata∗1

Nuclear transmutation of long-lived fission products
(LLFP) into stable and short-lived isotopes is con-
sidered as an important technique for reducing nu-
clear wastes in nuclear power plants1). Thick-target
yields (TTY) on radioactive targets are fundamen-
tal and key information for establishing such a tech-
nique, although experiments on such radioactive tar-
gets suffer from high radioactivity. Recent progress in
experimental techniques now allow the utilization of
beams composed of radioactive isotopes (RI) includ-
ing LLFP. In fact, an experiment has been performed
at RIBF to obtain cross section data relating to 90Sr
and 137Cs2). Unstable nuclei of astrophysical interests
have also been applied to obtain cross sections deduced
from the thick-target method of elastic scattering3).

We therefore suggest an estimation method for the
TTY on a radioactive target based on inverse kinemat-
ics. In the case that the projectile is stopped inside the
thick target, the TTY denoted by Y is obtained by the
integration value of cross-section σ and density ρ of the
target, up to the projectile penetration length. While
the energy decrease of the projectile is described by
the stopping power S(E) = − dE

d(ρx) at a certain point

x, the TTY can be expressed as:

Y (ϵin) =
NAAP

AT

∫ ϵin

0

σ(ϵ)
1

S(ϵ)
dϵ, (1)

which leads to:

dY (ϵ)

dϵ
=

NAAP

AT
σ(ϵ)

1

S(ϵ)
, (2)

where the Avogadro constant NA, the mass number of
the target AT , the energy per nucleon ϵ = E/AP with
the mass number of the projectile AP and its incident
energy ϵin are used. In this report, we call this system
the forward kinematics and its TTY Yfor.
The inverse kinematics with an RI beam suggests

that by swapping roles of the radioactive target and
incident particle, we can obtain the TTY of the inverse
kinematics system denoted by Yinv. The ratio of the
TTYs between differential yields, R(ϵ), at the same
energy ϵ is given by:

R(ϵ) ≡ dYfor(ϵ)

dYinv(ϵ)
=

A2
P

A2
T

Sinv(ϵ)

Sfor(ϵ)
. (3)

Since the σ(ϵ) of both systems are the same and are
canceled out in the ratio, the TTY Yfor (Yinv) can be
estimated without cross-section if we know Yinv (Yfor).
Note that the stopping powers Sfor and Sinv can be
computed by SRIM 2008 code4).
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Fig. 1. Cross-section of natCu(12C,X)24Na with experimen-

tal data5) with spline fitting in (a), and the evaluated

ratio R(ϵ) by SRIM 20084) in (b) as functions of ϵ.

Table 1. TTY Yfor at two incident energies evaluated from

Eq. (4) taking R ≃ 1.1 and from Eq. (1).

Yfor(ϵin) 40 MeV 100 MeV

From Eq. (4) 0.94× 10−5 0.113× 10−3

From Eq. (1) 0.91× 10−5 0.114× 10−3

We show the example of natCu(12C,X)24Na5). In
order to calculate Yfor and Yinv using Eq. (1), the cross-
section σ(ϵ) and stopping power S(ϵ) should be known
(see in Fig. 1). R(ϵ) shown in Fig. 1 (b) converges
at a constant value at a high energy of more than 50
MeV/A. This simple behavior of R(ϵ) at a high energy
and small σ(ϵ) at a low energy allows us to use a more
convenient conversion method as:

Yfor(ϵin) ≃ R̃ Yinv(ϵin), (4)

where R̃ is a constant value of R(ϵ) at the high en-
ergy. Indeed, these are in good agreement with values
derived from Eq. (1) (Table 1).

This conversion method will be applied to radioac-
tive isotopes, such as 137Cs, and used to search suitable
projectiles for transmutation of LLFP.
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